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Marine Technology Special Collection, Newcastle University 

Periodicals Histories: (only trade and industry technical magazines & research journals)  

Listed in the same sequence as the Collection’s holding shown on the Collection’s website for Search Collection then 
Periodicals.  

American Society of Naval Engineers. Journal, 1=1889 - v79=1967, continues as Naval Engineers Journal - to date, 
ANSE, USA. A technical research journal by a leading US learned professional engineering society. Covering all 
aspects of naval vessel and warship design, construction, operation, and related topics with US and international 
developments. Refs: ASNE https://www.navalengineers.org [accessed 14-02-2017] members only, the Collection is 
not a member and does not subscribe. 

[images, none, under construction] 

Bulletin de L’Association Technique Maritime, n1=1890 – n29=1925. Continues as Bulletin de L’Association 
Technique Maritime et Aeronautique, n30=1926 – to date. [In French = Bulletin of the Maritime and Aeronautical 
Technical Association], G. Balitout, Paris, France. A French-based professional engineering learned society publishing 
a research journal about all aspects of shipbuilding, maritime topics, and aeronautical engineering. Refs: ATMA 
http://www.atma.asso.fr members only, the Collection is not a member and does not subscribe.  

[images, none, under construction] 

Barrow Association of Engineers (BAE), 1908 - to date, Barrow-in-Furness, Lancashire/ Cumberland/ Cumbria, 
England. Published Barrow Association of Engineers. Transactions, v1=1909 – tbc. A UK regional professional 
engineering society. A technical research journal. Covered all aspects of engineering including papers on 
shipbuilding, shiprepairing, and related topics. Refs: BAE/BDAE http://www.bdae.org.uk [accessed 14-02-2017], the 
Collection is not a member and does not subscribe.  

[images, none, under construction] 

BSRA Journal of Abstracts, v1=1946 – v40=1985, monthly, BSRA (British Ship Research Association), Wallsend, 
Northumberland, England. An abstracting journal founded to provide a technical information service to the UK 
industry about world develops by summarising recent papers and articles published worldwide in journals, 
magazines, and report series. BSRA was one of a series of industry specific research associations established by the 
British government after WWII to help improve research and development for British industries in an increasingly 
competitive international market place. Subjects included shipbuilding, marine engine building, shiprepairing, 
shipbreaking. Although useful as a search tool its coverage of technical publications (such as journals, magazines, 
conferences, etc) is inconsistent and the annual indices of subjects and authors are not easy to use. Refs: none.  

[images, none, under construction] 

Cassier’s Magazine: an Engineering Monthly. Including occasional special numbers called Marine Number. Louis 
Cassier Co, New York, USA & London, UK, vol.1=1891 – vol.? tbc=1913. A technical magazine with substantial engineering 
papers, mainly US but some UK. Some parts also included Cassier’s Engineering Abstracts. The Marine Number of 1897 contains 
general papers about marine engineering, shipbuilding, naval architecture, and related topics.  

Example pages: Cassier’s Magazine, vol.XII[vol.12] No.4, 1897 Aug The Marine Number, pp.393-406 [only pp.393, 
395-396 scanned]. “The design and building of a steamship”. By Archibald Denny.  A technical paper about 
shipbuilding in a yard and the accurate calculation of steel mass and other materials which is essential for an 
efficient build without wastage. With pictures and illustrations.  
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Proceedings of the Cleveland Institution of Engineers, 1864 – 1941/42, annual?, CIE, Middlesbrough, North 
Yorkshire/Cleveland, England. A UK regional professional engineering learned society published a learned society 
technical research journal. Contents mainly steel industry, railways, and general engineering with occasional 
maritime content. Refs: CIE on wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleveland_Institution_of_Engineers 
[accessed 14-02-2017] members only, the Collection is not a member and does not subscribe. 

[examples under construction] 

Atti del Collegio degli Ingegneri Navali e Meccanici in Italia [in Italian = Proceedings of the Italian Committee of 
Naval Architects and Mechanical Engineers], aI[vol.1]=ca.1902 – tbc but including aXXIV[vol.24]=1920. An Italian-
based professional engineering learned society (?) or a government body (?) publishing a technical research journal 
with papers about mechanical engineering and naval architecture. Refs: none. 

[examples under construction] 

Transactions of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, 1888 – 1918, John Lovell & Son, Montreal, Canada. A 
Canadian-based professional learned engineering society publishing a technical research journal. Contents includes 
all engineering topics with occasional marine / shipping papers.  Changed name and continued as a different title not 
held by our Special Collection. Refs: CSCE https://csce.ca [accessed 14-02-2017] members only, the Collection is not 
a member and does not subscribe. 

[examples under construction] 

The Diesel Engine Users’ Association (DEUA). [papers?]. DEUA, UK, 1915 – 1955. A British trade association or a 
professional society?  Title uncertain as yet but an annual research journal / transactions / proceedings of this 
professional engineering society’s reports and meetings. Includes some marine engine-building.  

Example pages: DEUA, 1931-32, pp.1-39 [only pp.1 scanned]. “Injection, ignition and combustion high-speed heavy-
oil engines”. By S. J. Davies & E. Giffen. A detailed technical paper with illustrations and tables, including discussions 
and author’s replies.  
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Transactions of the Engineers Association of New South Wales, vol.I[vol.1]=1885/6 – ceased ca.1919?. Continued as 
The Institution of Engineers, Australia. An Australian regional professional engineering learned society. Published a 
technical research journal but with very little ship or marine content. Refs: none.  

[examples under construction] 

The Engineer, v1=1856 - to date, started as weekly, London, England. An illustrated technical magazine for engineers 
including inventions and patents. Has some ship and marine engineering content especially in the 19th century. An 
invaluable historical resource for the study of British technical and economic history. Now has a very wide subject 
coverage. Refs: The Engineer http://www.theengineer.co.uk [accessed 14-02-2017] by subscription only, our 
Collection is not a member and does not subscribe. The Engineer (magazine) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Engineer_(magazine) [accessed 14-02-2017] 

[examples under construction but many examples available on the web] 

Engineering: an Illustrated Weekly Journal, v1=1866 - to date, weekly, Engineering, London, England. Set up as a 
rival to The Engineer. An illustrated technical magazine for engineers. Has some ship and marine engineering 
content, especially in the 19th century. An invaluable historical resource for the study of British technical history. 
Refs: http://www.engineeringmagazine.co.uk [accessed 14-02-2017] by subscription, our Collection is not a member 
and does not subscribe. Engineering (magazine) on Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering_(magazine) 
[accessed 14-02-2017]. 

[examples under construction but many examples available on the web] 
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European Shipbuilding: Journal of the Ship Technological Society, Oslo, v1=1952 – vXV[v15]=1966, monthly, Selvigs 
Forlag A/S, Oslo, Norway. A technical research journal about shipbuilding, naval architecture, and related topics with 
a European emphasis initially. Contains high quality papers with excellent diagrams and photographs.  Refs: none.  

Example pages: European Shipbuilding, vol.1 no.1, 1952, pp.1. “Our aim”. By the Editor. Explains the reason for 
launching a new journal.  

European Shipbuilding, vol.1 no.1, 1952, pp.56-62 [pp.56-57 parts scanned]. “The super liberty ship ‘Bocccadasse’: an 
interesting operation within ‘ship surgery’ carried out by means of arc-welding”. By Angelo Cassanello. Explains an 
unusual shiprepair and the technical problems overcome to join together two halves from two different ship wrecks 
to create a new ship.  
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Fairplay: Shipping Journal continues as Fairplay Shipping Weekly with various supplements including Newbuildings 
and later Solutions, weekly, v1=1883 – to date, Fairplay Ltd, London, England, later by IHS Maritime. A weekly UK-
based shipping and industry magazine about all aspects of the international merchant shipping industry – 
shipbuilding, operations, etc. Refs: Fairplay on Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fairplay_(magazine).  IHS 
Maritime www.ihsmaritime360.com subscribers only but news headlines free.  

Example pages: Fairplay: Shipping Journal, vol.217 no.4297, 1965 Dec 30 Thursday, pp.[part of Front Cover scanned]. 
“[Advert for C. F. Sharp & Company, Inc. Sharp Travel Service]”. [By the Editor]. Based in the Philippines. Interesting 
to note that adverts dominate the front cover of many magazine and journals. Also of note that the magazine is 
published every week including the Xmas and New Year period – would this happen today? Fairplay: Shipping 
Journal, vol.217 no.4297, 1965 Dec 30 Thursday, pp.5. “Shipbuilding shake-up” [only part of this page]. By The Look-
Out Man. A brief editorial article about the impending publication of the UK government’s Geddes Report. Yet 
another report about the urgent need for a major shake-up and restructuring of the British shipbuilding industry for 
it to remain commercially competitive in the global market. Particularly changes and improvements in labour 
relations between the workforce, unions, and management to reduce production costs. Fairfield (Glasgow) Ltd was 
already in the news having emerged from mergers including the failed company Fairfield Shipbuilding and 
Engineering Co., Ltd.    

 

Feilden’s Magazine: The Word’s Record of Industrial Progress, v1=1899 - 1903, Feilden Publishing Company, 
London, England. A technical magazine launched in response to a growing challenge to British dominance of the 
world’s engineering market. It covered all aspects of engineering but very few shipbuilding articles. Refs: none. 

Example pages: Feilden’s Magazine, vol.1 no.1, 1899 August, pp.2. “No apology” By Theo/Thos(?) Feilden. Editorial 
comment on the need for another new magazine.; pp.3-4 “Lest we forget” More editorial comments about the 
foreign threat to, and decline of, British industry and trade.;  pp.5-6. “Facts about our ships and shipbuilding” 
contains a verbose explanation of world shipbuilding statistics which could be summarised, and understood clearly, 
in 1 table with 1 supporting paragraph of text.; pp.8-9 “The Americanising our railways” contains a jingoistic article 
about the ignominy of a British company the Midland Railway Company that was ordering American-built rolling 
stock instead of from a British supplier!  

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/engineering/about/facilities/marineoffshoresubseatechnology/specialcollection/
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Example pages: Feilden’s Magazine, vol.1 no.1, 1899 August, pp.2. “No apology” By Theo/Thos(?) Feilden. Editorial 
comment on the need for another new magazine.; pp.3-4 “Lest we forget” More editorial comments about the 
foreign threat to, and decline of, British industry and trade.;  pp.5-6. “Facts about our ships and shipbuilding” 
contains a verbose explanation of world shipbuilding statistics which could be summarised, and understood clearly, 
in 1 table with 1 supporting paragraph of text.; pp.8-9 “The Americanising our railways” contains a jingoistic article 
about the ignominy of a British company the Midland Railway Company that was ordering American-built rolling 
stock instead of from a British supplier!  

Feilden’s Magazine, vol.7 no.37, 1902 August, pp.95-105. [only parts of p95-96 scanned] “Floating graving docks” by 
S. F. Staples. Discuses at length (without any engineering/mathematical calculations), the pros and cons of a new 
design of floating dock for lifting and repairing Spanish warships of up to 10,000 tons.   
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Hansa: Zeitschift fur Schiffahrt, Schiffbau, Hafen. [in German= Hansa: Magazine for Shipping, Shipbuilding, 
Harbours], 1864 – to date, monthly, Schiffahrts Verlag Hansa, Hamburg, Germany. Later continues as Hansa: 
International Maritime Journal. A German-based trade and industry technical magazine with an international 
coverage of ships, shipping, and maritime news. Articles in German with some in English language. Refs: Hansa 
http://www.hansa-online.de [accessed 14-02-2017] subscribers only, the Collection is not a member and does not 
subscribe. 

Example pages: Hansa, vol.86 no.52, 1949 Dec 24, pp1269-1272 [1269 only scanned]. Im blickfled: Marshallplan-
Gegenwertfords und Seesschiffart. This issue is published on very poor quality paper and no colour as Germany 
recovers from the ravages of war. Headlines are the US-led “Marshall Plan” to pour money in to Germany to aid 
economic recovery and to try to stabilise a democratic government in the country. Thus minimising poverty, social 
unrest, and avoiding another decent in chaos and Nazism &/or totalitarianism that had followed WWI. 

Hansa, vol.122 no.9, 1985 May, pp969-970 [1969 only scanned]. Schiffsreparatur: Ro/Ro-Schiffe “Eyrafoss” und 
“Alafoss” bei HDW verlangert. A typical article, about ship lengthening, indicating a flourishing German economy and 
perhaps vindication of the Marshall Plan 30+ years earlier! 
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Transactions of the Hull and District Institution of Engineers and Naval Architects, vol.I[vol.1]=1885/6 – 
vol.XI[vol.11]=1895/6, F. Oliver & Son, Hull, England. A UK regional professional engineering learned society. 
Published an annual technical journal with a mix of papers about all aspects of engineering, some naval architecture 
and related topics. Refs: none.    

Example Pages: [under construction] 

Holland continues as Holland Shipbuilding continues as HSB International, monthly, C.E. Radius & P. Grubbelaar, 
Rotterdam, later Dordrecht, Netherlands. Various changes of title Holland / Holland Shipbuilding – Marine 
Engineering / ~ and Shipping Herald / ~: Monthly Journal dedicated to Netherlands Shipbuilding, Marine 
Engineering, shipping, shiprepairing, harbours / dredging equipment. Then continues as HSB International, 
v32=1983 – to date, ISSN 0923-666X. A Dutch-based trade and industry technical magazine but now with an 
international coverage.  With a particular emphasis on dredgers, dredging, and land reclamation. Articles in Dutch 
language with some in English language.  Refs: none.  

Example Pages: Hansa: Shipbuilding – Marine Engineering. And Shipbuilding Herald, vol.5 no.12 Feb 1957, pp.31- 
[only part of p31 scanned]. Scanning the horizon. By Mercator.  
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Example Pages: Hansa: Shipbuilding – Marine Engineering. And Shipbuilding Herald, vol.5 no.12 Feb 1957, pp.31- 
[only part of p40-41 scanned]. ‘Van Rees standard series of dismountable cutter profile dredgers’.  
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Hovering Craft and Hydrofoil, [HCH], v1=1961 – v16n6=Jan 1977, monthly, Kalerghi Publications, London, England. A 
monthly trade and industry technical magazine. The first to specialise in hovering craft and hydrofoil. Including civil 
and military vessels. Continues as High-Speed Surface Craft, [HSSC], v16n7=Feb 1977 – v27=1988, continues as Fast 
Ferry International, [FFI], v28=1989 – to date, High-Speed Surface Craft Ltd, England, ISSN 0954-3988. These changes 
of title reflected the growing importance of this type of craft. A monthly trade and industry technical magazine. 
Includes all aspects of design, building, operation, and related topics concerned with high speed marine craft. 
Includes some vehicle / ship general arrangement plans. Refs: FFI http://www.fastferryinfo.com available by 
subscription only, MTSC does not subscribe.  

This specialist magazine was launched in response to the rapid increase in ground-effect vehicles which had been 
pioneered in the UK. Changes in magazine title reflected how the market had expanded to include many different 
types of high-speed craft including ground-effect craft, hovercraft, hydrofoils, catamarans, and eventually to be 
dominated by the fast ferries which is now the main civil use of high-speed surface craft. 

Example pages: Hovering Craft and Hydrofoil, vol.1 no.1, 1961 Oct, pp.1. “[Front cover showing ‘Sirena’]”; Pp.3. 
“First commercial GEM. Setting the pace”. Outlines the rapid rise in commercial high-speed hydrofoil craft but that as 
yet no ground-effect-machines (GEM) are in commercial operation.   

Hovering Craft and Hydrofoil, vol.1 no.1, 1961 Oct, pp.17-18. “Vickers hovercraft programme announced”. A new 
range of designs from Vickers-Armstrong with potential marine applications. One of three British companies 
developing ground-effect-machines.   

Hovering Craft and Hydrofoil, vol.1 no.1, 1961 Oct, pp.26-27 [only part scanned]. “Design and operating problems of 
commercial hydrofoil boats”. By H. von Schertel. Briefly explains the development of commercial hydrofoil craft and 
the rapidly increasing demand for fast passenger and cargo craft due to their speed and economic advantages 
compared with other marine craft and aircraft over short distances. Shows the ‘Sirena’ as an example.  

High-Speed Surface Craft, vol.21 no.12, 1982 Dec, pp.1 “[Front cover]” including photograph of British Hovercraft 
Corporation AP.1-88 ; pp.3 “[Contents]”; pp.4-10 [only pp.7 scanned] “Genoa 1982: 22nd Salone Nautico: A brief 
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report on the international motor boat show” describing boats at the show including the 12m craft from Versilcraft 
shipyard of Viareggio; pp.13 “Stirling Moss makes flying visit” one paragraph news snippet about the famous racing 
driver who was sailing the Tiger, the latest hovercraft from Air Vehicles Ltd at Cowes.  
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Example pages: Fast Ferry International, vol.28 no.1, 1989 Jan-Feb, pp.1 “[Front cover]”; pp.2 “[Contents]”; pp.5-9 
[only pp.5 scanned]. “Orders and developments” brief descriptions of world events; pp.11-24 [only pp.11 partly 
scanned]. “1988 deliveries and orders” a directory of new vessels worldwide giving brief details of each.  
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To see the history of more titles please visit the Collection’s website for Search Collection then Periodicals Histories.   

How to contact the Collection: 

The Marine Technology Special Collection 
Newcastle University 
Room 3.32 
Armstrong Building 
Queen Victoria Road 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 7RU 
United Kingdom 

Email: marine.archive@newcastle.ac.uk 
 
Telephone: +44 (0) 191 20 83522  

or 86718 (Enquiries) 
 
URL: 
www.ncl.ac.uk/marine/facilities/specialcollection/ 
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